We propose an optoelectronic parallel-matching architecture ͑PMA͒ that provides powerful processing capabilities in global processing compared with conventional parallel-computing architectures. The PMA is composed of a global processor called a parallel-matching ͑PM͒ module and multiple processing elements ͑PE's͒. The PM module is implemented by a large-fan-out free-space optical interconnection and a PM smart-pixel array ͑PM-SPA͒. In the proposed architecture, by means of the PM module each PE can monitor the other PE's by use of several kinds of global data matching as well as interprocessor communication. Theoretical evaluation of the performance shows that the proposed PMA provides tremendous improvement in global processing. A prototype demonstrator of the PM module is constructed on the basis of state-of-the-art optoelectronic devices and a diffractive optical element. The prototype is assumed for use in a multiple-processor system composed of 4 ϫ 4 PE's that are completely connected through bit-serial optical communication channels. The PM-SPA is emulated by a complex programmable device and a complementary metal-oxide semiconductor photodetector array. On the prototype demonstrator the fundamental operations of the PM module were verified at 15 MHz.
Introduction
Parallel distributed processing is an effective method for advancing the performance of computing systems. 1 The performance of parallel-computing systems is dominated by many factors such as network topology, communication bandwidth, taskscheduling methods, and memory architectures. 2 In particular, the bandwidth of the network is critical. However, the performance of parallel-computing systems that are embodied by conventional electronic technologies has been limited because of the bottlenecks associated with electronic planarinterconnection technologies.
For clearing the bottlenecks photonic networks based on three-dimensional free-space optical interconnection ͑FSOI͒ and optoelectronic VLSI ͑OE-VLSI͒ have become a significantly promising option for parallel computers. 3, 4 An OE-VLSI, or what is called a smart-pixel array ͑SPA͒, is an optoelectronic device equipped with high-density optical inputoutput ports on VLSI electronic circuitry, which can provide ultrahigh-speed and dense interconnection, utilizing the large space-bandwidth product and the high-speed propagation of free-space optics. For example, operating speeds greater than 1 GHz 5, 6 and integration of more than 1000 pixels on a chip 3 have been reported.
Recently several demonstrators such as an optical backplane, 7 an optoelectronic crossbar network, 8 an optical multimesh hypercube, 9 and the FAST-Net 10 were presented to exploit the potential applicability of the smart-pixel-based FSOI to parallel computers. These demonstrators aimed to show high capabilities of global interconnection with wide communication bandwidths in parallel-computing systems. In most FSOI systems the communication mechanism is implemented by the combination of optical data fan-out, shuffle, and electronic selection. 8, 9 To make the best use of the excellent features of large fan-outs and the parallel data shuffle of the FSOI, one should consider the processing algorithm in the system design.
From the viewpoint of the system architecture the existing demonstrators do not necessarily utilize optical data fan-out in an effective manner because most of the fanned-out information is discarded.
In this paper we focus on a bandwidth mismatch between the bandwidth of local processing at processing elements ͑PE's͒ and the required bandwidth of inter-PE communication in global processing, which is a problem that emerges when a photonic network is introduced into parallel-computing systems. Here we define global processing as the types of operations that require multiple data from multiple PE's. Because communication among the PE's and processing are implemented separately in the conventional parallel-computing architectures, N data from N slave PE's are transferred to the master PE through a network hub to execute global processing. During the procedure the traffic of the communication path between the master PE and the slave PE's is N times as large as the bandwidth of the communication path between the network hub and the PE's. This situation constitutes the bandwidth mismatch, which reduces the throughput of the parallel computing system. This bottleneck caused by the bandwidth mismatch cannot be eliminated by a simple increase in the communication capacity of the network. We can conclude that the conventional parallelcomputing architectures are not always suitable for global processing. The existing photonic network demonstrators also inherently have this bottleneck.
We believe that the smart-pixel-based FSOI approach is attractive not only for global data switching but also for global data processing. It has the potential capability to improve the processing performance of parallel-computing systems by use of global processing. The effective method that we propose to eliminate the bottleneck is to integrate the network hub with the master PE by use of the smart-pixelbased FSOI. In this paper we call the hybrid master PE a global processor. Because a huge amount of the data from multiple PE's is processed at once by smart pixels, the input and the processing bandwidths of the global processor will become much larger than the simple master PE. Consequently, the bandwidth of processing at the global processor and the data rate of the fanned-in data become comparable, which means that there is no bandwidth mismatch. This configuration is based on an optoelectronic heterogeneous architecture previously presented by Tanida et al. 11 As an instance of the optoelectronic heterogeneous architecture, we propose an optoelectronic parallelmatching architecture ͑PMA͒, which is an effective parallel-computing architecture that is suitable for global processing. A system that is based on the PMA has the ability to execute global processing without degrading the throughput of the whole system. Detection of the PE's that satisfy a given condition and a given summation of absolute differences over the multiple PE's are typical examples of the global processing. The global processor of the PMA is called a parallel-matching ͑PM͒ module and consists of a large-fan-out FSOI and a parallel-matching smart-pixel array ͑PM-SPA͒. In Section 2 the concept of the PMA and the functions of the PM module are described. In Section 3 an optoelectronic embodiment of the PM module is presented. In Section 4 the performance of the PMA is evaluated theoretically and compared with other optoelectronic networks. In Section 5 the design of the components of the prototype demonstrator is explained. The experimental results of the prototype are presented in Section 6. In Section 7 several issues of the PMA are discussed.
Parallel-Matching Architecture

A. Distributed Optimization Problems
We assume a multiple-instruction-multiple-data stream parallel-computing system consisting of N PE's that are embodied as OE-VLSI's. The PE's are connected to each other through a photonic network with a specific network topology. A heuristic optimization algorithm based on the distributed algorithm is a good application of the parallel computing systems. The genetic algorithm 12 is an example of the distributed heuristic optimization algorithms. A heuristic optimization algorithm can be applied to a wide range of problems that do not always have a rigorous method of solution.
A general procedure of the distributed optimization algorithm is composed of distribution of the data, parallel processing ͑local processing͒, and integration of the calculated data ͑global processing͒. Initially, the contents of the candidates of solutions are set at random to cover the wide volume of solution space. After the candidates of solutions are distributed to the PE's, each PE locally updates the contents of the candidate and calculates its fitness function. To choose the good candidates requires that all the candidates on the multiple PE's be globally compared with each other on the basis of the values of the fitness function. This procedure is repeated until the solutions with the required fitness are obtained. In this procedure parallel processing of the calculation of the candidates of solutions will reduce the total processing time. However, as was mentioned in Section 1, global processing composed of data integration and selection of good candidates will lead to processing bottlenecks in conventional parallel computers without a global processor.
B. Architecture Figure 1 shows the system compositions for the distributed algorithms by the conventional multipleinstruction-multiple-data stream parallel-computing system and the PMA. The conventional architecture has a hierarchy composed of a master PE and multiple slave PE's, as shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ . The roles of the master PE are data distribution, data integration, and global processing. Because the amount of network traffic for the data distribution and integration is N times as large as the processing capacity of the processor, these procedures can become processing bottle-necks. On the other hand, the PMA has a different composition, as shown in Fig. 1͑b͒ . Because global processing is executed inside the PM module, the PE's in the system have the same priority; that is, the system has a flat hierarchy. As a result, there is no bottleneck in the proposed architecture with respect to global processing.
Another important feature of the proposed architecture is its flexibility in selecting its network topology. Because the PMA does not specify its network topology, arbitrary network topologies can be adopted. This feature enables system designers to choose the best network topology to fit their requirements for the parallel-computing system. We believe that the complete connection is promising because the diameter of the network is unity, which means that every PE can communicate directly with arbitrary PE's without relaying the communication packets. Hence we assume complete connection as the network topology of the PMA.
C. Parallel-Matching Operations
We define the datum from each PE as the reference datum and that from the other PE's as the objective datum, as shown in Fig. 2 . A set of the reference datum and the objective datum to be compared is called a matching pair. The PM module tests the reference datum and each of the objective data for the following conditions: ͑1͒ the reference datum is equivalent to the objective datum, ͑2͒ the reference datum is smaller than the objective datum, and ͑3͒ the reference datum is larger than the objective datum. The result of the global comparison is expressed by a set of logical values. When the condition is satisfied, the returned value is 1 ͑true͒; otherwise, it is 0 ͑false͒. Operations 1, 2, and 3 are called PM operations and are denoted by pEQU, pMORETHAN, and pLESSTHAN, respectively. The prefix "p" means parallel to distinguish an operation from that for a single data pair. We also define a fourth PM operation: summation of the absolute differences, denoted by pDIFF. This operation provides the summation of the absolute difference between the reference datum and the objective data. Using the pDIFF operation allows each PE to obtain a quantitative measure of the difference. As the primitive operations that constitute the PM operation are performed, a set of matching operations is defined. They execute one-to-one data comparison and return 1-bit logical values, or the absolute difference. They are denoted by EQU, MORETHAN, LESSTHAN, and DIFF. Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of PM with five PE's. The numbers in the boxes that represent PE's are the output data from the PE's. In the figure PE-A, PE-B, and PE-C obtain 4-bit binary values that represent the results of PM: pEQU, pMORETHAN, and pLESSTHAN, respectively. PE-D obtains the result of the pDIFF operation. The operating mode of PE-E is different from that of the others. It is the communication mode in which the data from PE-C are sent to PE-E transparently. The output data from the PE's are fanned out and shuffled. They are concurrently compared by the PM operations in the PM module. Then one of the PM results or the objective datum is selected by the multiplexer on request from the PE's. In general, for an m-bit data format as many as ͑m ϩ 1͒ PE's can be compared at the same time. Finally, the selected result is sent back to each PE. Figure 4 shows the system composition of the PMA. For example, the parallel-computing system consists of 4 ϫ 4 PE's that are connected to the other PE's through the PM module. The PE's are located on a two-dimensional grid, and each PE is connected to the PM module by an optical fiber bundle. It is effective to embody the PM module with a large-fan-out optical interconnection and a SPA called a PM-SPA because the PM module requires a large number of high-speed interconnections. Each PE is also embodied by an OE-VLSI coupled with the optical fiber bundle to put multiple bits in and out simultaneously. As is mentioned in Section 3 below, the photonic network is implemented by optical data fanout and shuffle. With the optically fanned-out signals the PM operations and the processing for inter-PE communication are executed by the PM-SPA. The resulting data are transmitted from the PM-SPA and returned to the PE's through the optical fiber bundles. In the PM module input and output fiber-bundle arrays are located on the same plane. 13 Wavelength-division multiplexing is useful for communication between the PE's and the PM module and can enable the replacement of the optical fiber bundle with a single fiber without degrading the communication bandwidth. The introduction of wavelength-division multiplexing will bring the following advantages: The interconnection costs between the PE's and the PM module can be reduced, and easy handling can be achieved because of wiring flexibility. Another advantage is simplification of the optical system of the PM module. Because rotation of the optical fibers does not affect the alignment of the optical system, it is possible to omit most of the alignment mechanisms. Consequently, the volume of the PM module can be reduced significantly.
D. Optoelectronic System Composition
Optoelectronic Parallel-Matching Scheme
The fundamental idea of the proposed optoelectronic implementation of the PM module is that global processing be decomposed into multiple operations on a two-dimensional plane and executed by the same number of smart pixels simultaneously. PM is composed of multiple-element matching operations that can be executed potentially in parallel. A promising technology for embodying the PM module is the smart-pixel-based FSOI because of its huge and dense connectivity. Using the FSOI, we can generate all the matching pairs on an image plane immediately. The PM-SPA then concurrently compares them. Thus a huge number of the operations can be processed at the same time.
The design of the PM-SPA is restricted by various limitations of the VLSI fabrication. Among them, we focus on the device layout of the VLSI. Complicated VLSI wiring consumes the chip area and causes signal latency, so the data processing should be localized to avoid unnecessary wiring complexity. For the OE-VLSI the data shuffle by optical interconnection can be used to satisfy the requirement. After the shuffle, the photodetectors on the OE-VLSI detect the data, and the operations can be executed without complex wiring. On the basis of this idea several optoelectronic systems such as the sorting system 14 and the optical multimesh hypercube 9 have been demonstrated.
In the embodiment of the PM module the matching pair should be located adjacent to each other on the PM-SPA plane. We propose a specific optical interconnection scheme for PM by using two different interconnection patterns. In the proposed scheme the output data from the PE's are fanned out to generate images of the reference and the objective data. For locating the adjacent matching pair for processing on the PM-SPA the fanned-out data are shuffled and overlapped. These procedures can be achieved effectively by optical fan-out elements such as phase-only computer-generated holographic ͑CGH͒ filters. 15 Figure 5 shows an example of a schematic of optoelectronic PM in which example values are also shown. As shown in Fig. 5͑a͒ , ͌ N ϫ ͌ N PE's are aligned on a two-dimensional grid. PE i, j indicates the PE at the position ͑i, j͒. We assume a complete connection in which each PE monitors all the other PE's. The number of the monitorable PE's is N Ϫ 1. Figure 5 shows the case for N ϭ 4, and the number of monitorable PE's is 3.
The output datum of PE i, j is expressed by d i, j . The output data from all the PE's are transferred to the PM module and arranged on a grid at the entrance of the PM module, as shown in Fig. 5͑b͒ . We define the procedures for generating reference and objective data as reference and objective duplications, respectively. In the complete connection N Ϫ 1 matching pairs are required for the PM of one PE. Therefore the image generated by reference Multiple matching nodes are located on the surface of the PM-SPA, as is shown in Fig. 5͑e͒ , to detect the matching pairs for the matching operations. The set of matching nodes whose destination PE's are identical is called a PM cluster. Note that the reference data are identical in the same PM cluster and that the PM clusters work independently of each other. The PM-SPA chip is an array of PM clusters and contains at least one PM cluster. The matching nodes execute the matching operations concurrently and put out 1-bit matching results from the light emitters. We express the matching results for the reference PE i, j and the objective PE k,l as m i, j ͑k,l ͒ ; the spatial arrangement of the matching results is shown in Fig. 5͑f ͒. The PM result for one PE is a set of matching results in the same PM cluster. For example, the PM result for PE 1,1 is composed of three bits: m 1,1
͑1,2͒
, m 1,1
͑2,1͒
, and m 1,1 ͑2,2͒ . The matching results for the same PE are sent back to the PE through the optical communication channel, as shown in Fig. 5͑g͒ . Figure 6͑a͒ shows a block diagram of the matching node. From the matching pair of the reference datum d i, j and the objective datum d k,l four kinds of matching results are calculated by the matching units. Each matching node has multiple photodetectors and a light emitter. In the figure, d i, j ͑ p͒ denotes the pth bit of d i, j in binary representation. Because the bit lengths of the resultant data are different, two data paths are prepared. The results of the EQU, the MORETHAN, and the LESSTHAN operations are 1 bit long; from among these results m i, j ͑k,l ͒ is selected by the multiplexer. Then the matching result is put out from the local light emitter. For the pDIFF operation the absolute difference is sent to the accumulator through a local shared bus for the difference summation. As is shown in Fig. 6͑b͒ , each matching node is connected to an accumulator. The summation of the absolute differences is returned to the matching nodes through the local shared bus. Each bit of the summation is received by a matching node, and the value is sent back to the PE by the light emitters of the multiple matching nodes in parallel. In the communication the local shared bus is also used to send the selected objective datum to the matching nodes.
Performance Evaluation
To compare the performance of the PMA with the other parallel-computing systems that have various network topologies, we constructed an evaluation model and estimated the performance. The estimation is based on the effective communication bandwidth of the network and the processing bandwidth of the processor. Although the evaluation model is simple, it is useful for clarifying the characteristics of the proposed architecture. As examples of the fundamental global processing used in the distributed algorithms, we evaluated global data matching, detection of the maximum ͑minimum͒ value, and ranking of the data.
A. Evaluation Model
We evaluate the performance of parallel-computing systems on the basis of the processing bandwidth ␣ ͓in bits per second ͑bps͔͒ and the amount of the data for processing ␤ ͑in bits͒ for several basic jobs. For simplicity the other overheads such as memory access are neglected in the evaluation. For these quantities the processing time ͑in seconds͒ is obtained from ␤͞␣. Communication time is also ex- pressed by the same representation if ␣ and ␤ mean the bandwidth of communication and the amount of transferred data, respectively. Therefore we treat both processing and communication in the same manner. The basic jobs considered in the evaluation are classified into two groups: local processing at a PE and inter-PE communication. Inter-PE communication is further classified into single communications, multiple communications, single broadcasts, and multiple broadcasts, as discussed below.
We introduce a cost function for the performance of the system. The processing time is used to derive the cost function. The amount of processed data is the product of the bit length of the data w and the required steps s in the algorithm. The cost function is defined as
where job indicates the job type, w is common to all jobs, and ␣ job is relevant to the first parameter, job. The total cost T is given by the summation of the cost functions for all types of jobs:
We consider three networks: a mesh network, a completely connected network, and the PMA. Although the PMA is applicable to various types of interconnection, in this study, we assume that the network topology of the PMA is complete connection. The networks' bandwidths are expressed by ␣ job ͑mesh͒ , ␣ job ͑cc͒ , and ␣ job ͑pma͒ , respectively. In this notation the superscript and the subscript mean the network topology and the job type, respectively.
All these networks are assumed to be embodied by the optoelectronic technologies. To utilize the resources of the system requires that the processing capability of the processor and the communication capabilities of the network be comparable.
We also adopt the following assumptions to simplify the discussion below:
• A parallel-computing system is composed of N PE's.
• Each PE has only one process to execute a given task.
• The data format treated by the PE's is fixed a w bit long ͑w Ն N͒.
• Each PE has a sufficient number of registers.
• The communication port to and from the network is treated as a register.
• The required number of steps of the operations on the PE are assumed to be one except for the conditional jump of two.
• The overheads for accessing the memory and the network are neglected. Table 1 lists the PE's operations and their required number of steps.
B. Communication Bandwidth
We evaluate the effective bandwidths of several kinds of fundamental inter-PE communications: single communications ͑␣ s.comm ͒, multiple communications ͑␣ m.comm ͒, single braodcasts ͑␣ s.bcast ͒, and multiple broadcasts ͑␣ m.bcast ͒. Figure 7 shows the configurations of these types of communication. In single communication a single PE in the system puts the data out to another PE ͓Fig. 7͑a͔͒. Data transfer between a slave PE and the master PE is an example of single communication. In multiple communication multiple PE's put data out to another PE simultaneously ͓Fig. 7͑b͔͒. Note that a PE cannot be assigned as both the source and the destination at the same time. In the single broadcast a single PE in the system broadcasts the data to all the other PE's ͓Fig. 7͑c͔͒. For example, this kind of communication is used when multiple PE's obtain the same data from one PE. On the other hand, in multiple broadcasts multiple PE's broadcast data to the others simultaneously ͓Fig. 7͑d͔͒. This type of communication is required when each PE obtains data from the other PE's.
The clock frequency of the optical data transfer between the PE and the network hub is denoted by r, and the maximum bandwidth of the data path is equal to wr. First, the effective bandwidths of the complete-connection network and the PMA are considered. Because a data path is used by only one PE, ␣ Table 2 .
C. Estimation of Fundamental Global Processing
We evaluate the performance of several kinds of fundamental global processing. Because the PMA has quite a different architecture from the others, it is considered separately in the following evaluation. We explain the outline of the operations. Fundamental global processing comprises the global data matching, the detection of the maximum ͑minimum͒ data, and the ranking of the data, and these operations are evaluated. These are the essential operations in the distributed optimization algorithms. Table 3 summarizes the total costs of the operations.
Global Data Matching
Non-parallel-matching architectures. When an optoelectronic network with a wide communication bandwidth is available a distributed method is practical for this task, even for the conventional parallelcomputing architectures. In the distributed method each PE obtains the data of the other PE's by use of the multiple broadcast to compare the local data at each PE. After the multiple broadcast each PE has complete copies of the data from the other PE's. Each PE locally compares the obtained copies with the local data. Finally, each PE obtains the globalmatching result.
Parallel-matching architectures. Because the PMA has the mechanism for global data matching, this task can be executed by the multiplecommunication operation to the PM module without local processing at the PE. The process of global data matching is achieved in one frame cycle of the network.
Detection of the Maximum ͑Minimum͒ Data
Non-parallel-matching architectures. The maximum ͑minimum͒ data can be detected by a sequential search over the data of all the PE's. It is effective to use a master PE in this case. The procedure is as follows: The data from all the PE's are transferred to the master PE. Then the master PE sequentially searches the maximum ͑minimum͒ data locally through the received data. Finally, the obtained maximum ͑minimum͒ data are returned from the master PE to each PE by single broadcast.
Parallel-matching architecture. This task can be executed concurrently by the PM operations. Each PE can check whether its local data are the maximum ͑minimum͒ by the result of the pLESSTHAN ͑pMORE-THAN͒ operation. For detecting the maximum data the pLESSTHAN operation is performed. If the data of a certain PE are the maximum the matching result of the pLESSTHAN operation does not contain any values of 1. The PE with the maximum data broadcasts its data to the other PE's by single broadcast. The procedure for minimum detection can be executed in the same manner by use of the pMORETHAN operation.
Ranking
Non-parallel-matching architectures. It is effective to use the master PE to rank the data. The data collected in the master PE from all the slave PE's are sorted to obtain their ranking. Then the rank is returned to each PE by single communication. Fast sorting algorithms that can be used 17 are the quick sort, the merge sort, and the heap sort. It is known that the average number of operations required in these sorting algorithms is approximately linear to N log 2 N. Parallel-matching architecture. The procedure for ranking is shown schematically in Fig. 8 . The rank of the data can be obtained by the results of the pLESSTHAN or the pMORETHAN operation. For ascentordered ranking pMORETHAN is used, whereas for descent-order ranking pLESSTHAN is used. The result of the pLESSTHAN ͑pMORETHAN͒ operation of a certain PE indicates the number of PE's that have more ͑less͒ data than the PE. The number of value-1 elements included in the PM result shows the rank of the PE. Note that the number representing the rank starts from 0. As shown in Fig. 8 , the ranks of PE's with the same values have an identical value.
D. Comparison
We find that the PMA shows excellent processing performance compared with the other architectures that do not have a global processor, as is shown in Tables 2 and 3. Table 4 shows the order estimation of the processing time. For the ranking the sorting time is approximately ␥N log N, where ␥ is a proportionality constant that is equal to 2 when the number of data comparisons in sorting is considered. Because the cost functions of the PMA are independent of the scaling factor N, the PMA can execute the tasks in constant time. The counterpart of the PMA is the completely connected network owing to the same network topology. Judging from these architectures, we can conclude that a great advantage is generated by the PMA in global processing.
The communication ratio is defined as the communication time normalized by the total processing time; this ratio can be used for evaluating the load of the network. Table 5 shows approximations of the communication ratios for large N in fundamental global processing. The communication ratio of the PMA is independent of N because the processing time is constant. Communication ratios for the mesh network increase in maximum data detection and ranking as N increases. The results show that communication dominates the total processing time owing to its narrow effective communication bandwidth. In this architecture most of the processing time is wasted on communication. However, the PMA for all tasks and the complete-connection architecture for global data matching and maximum data detection have communication ratios that converge to constant values of less than 1 as N increases. This trend shows that the communication capability is sufficient for the data traffic of the given tasks.
Prototype Embodiment
We constructed a prototype of the PM module to demonstrate its fundamental operations. In designing the prototype, we assumed that the multiprocessor system was of the type shown in Fig. 4 . The parallel-computing system consists of 4 ϫ 4 PE's, which are completely connected through the PM module. Because of the limitations of the optoelectronic devices used in the prototype, there are some changes in the specifications from the setup shown in Fig. 4 . Each PE is assumed to communicate with the PM module in a bit-serial format, and a vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser ͑VCSEL͒ array instead of a fiber array is placed directly at the input plane of the PM module. Objective duplication is not executed optically but electronically in the PM-SPA. The optical system for sending the optical signals of the results back to the PE's is not implemented because the image field of the optical system is not large enough to accommodate both a VCSEL and a photodetector chip for bidirectional communication.
A. Parallel-Matching Scheme in the Prototype Figure 9 shows a schematic diagram of the optoelectronic complete-connection architecture. Because of the device limitations, the system is simplified from the original shown schematically in Fig. 5 . As shown in Fig. 9͑a͒ , the optical signals from the 4 ϫ 4 PE's in the bit-serial format are assumed to be aligned on a two-dimensional grid as an input image to the PM module. Because the whole image of the light signals is required for one PE, 4 ϫ 4 replica images, shown in Fig. 9͑b͒ , were prepared for the 4 ϫ 4 PE's. Figure 9͑c͒ shows a magnified image of the replica for PE 1, 4 . The replica image is detected by the SPA with 4 ϫ 4 photodetectors and converted to electrical signals. In the PM cluster the reference datum is electronically fanned out to the PM nodes. Then the processing for parallel data matching and the inter-PE communication are executed on the nodes. Because the data are transferred in a bitserial format in the prototype, the PM result is read out bit by bit from the matching nodes. Therefore there is only one light emitter in a PM cluster. As a result, the output image from whole PM clusters is composed of 4 ϫ 4 pixels, as shown in Fig. 9͑d͒ . 
B. Configuration of Prototype System Table 6 summarizes the devices used in the prototype system. An 8 ϫ 8 VCSEL array ͑Micro Optical Devices, Model Gigalase with an emitting wavelength of 850 nm͒ is used to send the data toward the PM-SPA. The VCSEL array emits the data from the PE's. In the prototype the function of the PM-SPA is emulated by a complex programmable logic device ͑CPLD͒ ͑Cypress, Model FLASH374i͒ that is coupled with a 4 ϫ 4 complementary metal-oxide semiconductor photodetector ͑CMOS-PD͒ array ͑Model N73CGD͒ supplied by the U.S.-Japan Optoelectronic Project ͑U.S.-JOP͒.
Owing to the element number of the photodetector array the effective size of the VCSEL array is limited to 4 ϫ 4 pixels. For large-fan-out optical interconnection a conventional 4f optical correlator is adopted. We constructed a Fourier transform lens system 13,18 whose focal length was 160.0 mm for a wavelength of 850 nm by combining commercially available lenses. For the optical fan-out element that generates the complete-connection pattern shown in Fig. 9͑b͒ , we fabricated a phase-only CGH filter with two-level Fig. 9 . Schematic diagram of an optoelectronic complete-connection architecture: ͑a͒ the output data displayed on the VCSEL array, ͑b͒ the replica images of the VCSEL array for the complete-connection network composed of 4 ϫ 4 PE's, ͑c͒ a replica of the VCSEL image for PE 1, 4 , and ͑d͒ the output data. phase modulation by using electron-beam ͑EB͒ lithography.
C. Emulation of a Parallel-Matching Cluster
The functions of the PM cluster, such as the pEQU, pLESSTHAN, and pMORETHAN operations and the inter-PE communication, are implemented by the CPLD. The CPLD puts the electrical signals detected by the CMOS-PD array in with the control signals and puts the resultant data out. Although the control signals, such as the clock signal and the timing signals for reading out the PM results, should be generated from the reference and the objective data inside the CPLD, in the prototype module they are fed into the system from outside the CPLD to simplify the configuration of the circuits. The PM cluster is composed of 15 matching nodes ͑MN 0 to MN 14͒ and one reference node and operates in two functional modes: a PM mode and a communication mode, each of which is selected by the control signal. Figure 10͑a͒ shows the timing chart of the PM operations. The circuits of the CPLD are synchronized with the clock signal. The output datum of the PM result and the communication datum are read out from the CPLD. Two timing signals determine the timing of resetting and reading out the PM result. The word length w of the target data is variable and is determined by the timing signals. In reading out the PM results, the matching results are output sequentially from matching node 0 to matching node 14. The timing chart in the communication mode is shown in Fig. 10͑b͒ . In this case the datum from the source PE that is specified by the selection signals is output directly after a short delay that is as long as the latency of the digital circuits.
D. Design of the Optical System
The magnification and the focal length of the Fourier transform lens system are 1.0 and 160.0 mm, respectively. The first Fourier transform lens is an achromatic-doublet lens ͑Melles Griot, Model 01LAO149͞076͒ with a diameter of 30.0 mm and a focal length of 160.0 mm. Because the maximum height of the input image is as small as 1.4 mm ͑which corresponds to a 1°field of view͒, third-order aberrations are negligible.
On the other hand, the objective height of the output interconnection pattern is as large as 17 mm, which corresponds to a 6°field of view on the second Fourier transform lens. The aberrations of the above achromatic-doublet lens are not corrected for such a large field of view. We designed the Fourier transform lens system by combining commercially available lenses with a heuristic method. In the design, we used CodeV ͑Optical Research Associates͒. We sought a good combination of commercial lenses from the database supplied by CodeV. For the final design, we used the combination of an achromaticdoublet lens ͑Melles Griot, Model 06LAI015͞076͒ with a diameter of 50.0 mm and a focal length of 190.0 mm and a positive-meniscus lens ͑Melles Griot, Model 01LMP015͒ with a diameter of 50.0 mm and a focal length of 175.0 mm. The designed Fourier transform lens system provides sufficient optical qualities when used with the CGH filter described below.
E. Design and Fabrication of the Computer-Generated Holographic Filter
We designed the CGH filter for a complete-connection network composed of 4 ϫ 4 PE's with a bit-serial optical channel. Figure 11͑a͒ shows the mapping of the output plane of the interconnection optics. The output pattern contains 16 copies of the VCSEL image arranged on a grid. Because the equipment used to fabricate the CGH filter does not have an accuracy that is high enough to eliminate zero-order diffraction, the copied images are located so that they do not overlap with the zero-order diffraction image in the design. As shown in Fig. 11͑a͒ , each quadrant contains 2 ϫ 2 copies of the VCSEL image. Each copy corresponds to input-image signals: the reference datum and the object data of the PM cluster. Although only 4 ϫ 4 pixels of the VCSEL array are effective in the current prototype, the filter is designed for the entire 8 ϫ 8 pixels of the VCSEL array for future extension of the optical communication bandwidth. The period of each copy of the VCSEL image is 2.5 mm. The margin between adjacent cop- 
We used a design method based on the GerchbergSaxton algorithm to calculate the filter pattern. 19 To quantify the phase, we used a stepwise quantization method. 20 In our filter design the pixel size, the number of pixels, and the pattern size were set to 8.5 m ϫ 8.5 m, 2048 ϫ 2048 pixels, and 17 mm ϫ 17 mm, respectively. This filter can cover the entrance pupil of the second Fourier transform lens system. The size of the reconstructed plane is 16 mm ϫ 16 mm, which is large enough for the interconnection pattern. Figure 11͑b͒ shows part of the obtained filter pattern.
We fabricated the CGH filter with EB lithography. The positive-type photoresist ͑Nippon Zeon Co., Ltd., Model ZEP-520-22͒ was spin coated onto a SiO 2 substrate with a thickness of 5000 Å. The EB writer ͑JOEL, Model JBX-5000I͒ was used to expose the filter pattern on the photoresist. After development the relief profile of the photoresist was copied to the glass substrate by plasma dry etching ͑ULVAC Japan, Ltd., Model NLD-800͒. The etching gas was a compound of CH 2 F 2 and C 4 F 8 . To obtain a phase modulation of , we determined the required target etch depth to be 850 nm. The actual etch depth was measured to be 864 nm with a white-light interferometer ͑Zygo Co., Model New-View5020͒.
The CGH filter was incorporated into the 4f optical correlator. Figure 11͑c͒ shows the reconstructed interconnection pattern of the fabricated CGH filter for 4 ϫ 4 VCSEL's. The results show a good optical quality that is sufficient for detection by the photodetectors. The diffraction efficiency was measured to be 68%. The percentages of the zero-order diffraction and the higher-order light were 6% and 26%, respectively. The zero-order diffraction comes from the etch-depth error.
Experiments
To verify the fundamental operations of the prototype system, we executed several experiments. Figure  12 shows the experimental setup. The signal source was two data generators: one ͑Tektronix, Model DG2020A͒ with an operating speed of 200 MHz and 36 output channels for which another data generator ͑Tektronix, Model DG2030͒ with an operating speed of 400 MHz and four channels supplied the master clock and the start trigger. To monitor the function of the PM-SPA prototype, we used a logic analyzer ͑Tektronix, Model TLA704͒ with an operating speed of 500 MHz and 68 input channels. To determine the operating speed of the prototype, we measured the maximum operating speeds of the VC-SEL array and the CMOS-PD array. The VCSEL driver ͑JOP, Model CLDA2͒ puts the driving current out to the VCSEL's. The swing of the output current was controlled by two voltages: the modulation voltage and the bias voltage. Through the imaging system, the waveform of the optical signal for the square-wave input was measured by an avalanchephotodiode module ͑Hamamatsu Photonics, Model S5331-01͒ with a bandwidth of 100 MHz.
The maximum operating speed was 50 MHz for return-to-zero signals. Figure 13͑a͒ shows the optical signal emitted by the VCSEL at 50 MHz. The modulation and the bias voltages were 3.146 and 2.495 V, respectively. The optical power of the VC-SEL that was measured at the output plane was approximately 700 W͞pixel. The optical loss of the imaging system that was caused by the finite apertures of the lenses and the reflection at the lens surfaces was 42%.
A beam splitter was inserted into the optical system to monitor the light spots of the VCSEL image on the detector areas of the CMOS-PD array by observation of the CCD image. Because of the optical loss at the beam splitter, the optical power per pixel decreased by one half to 350 W. For the incident optical power the maximum speed of the CMOS-PD was 15 MHz. Figure 13͑b͒ shows the waveform of the output signal from the CMOS-PD. The photocurrent is amplified and binarized by a series of two comparators in the CMOS-PD. The thresholdsignal level can be controlled by two external voltages, which are threshold voltages to the first and the second comparators. These voltages were 1.825 and 1.833 V, respectively. The voltage of the power supply was 3 V. At operational speed's higher than 15 MHz, we could not obtain a common threshold voltage for all the optical channels. We suppose that the problem is caused by nonuniformity of the light intensities of the VCSEL's.
B. Parallel-Matching Operations
We operated the prototype system at 15 MHz without the CGH filter to verify the operation of a single PM cluster. Figure 14 summarizes the experimental results of the PM and the inter-PE communications. Because the data transfer is in the bit-serial format, the reference and the objective values and the PM result are expanded on the transverse axis in the figure. The voltages applied to the VCSEL driver and the CMOS-PD array were the same as in the experiments described in Subsection 6.A. The word length w was 4 bits.
To analyze the results of the PM operations easily, we set OBJ 0 to OBJ 14 to 1 ͑0001 in binary representation͒ and to 15 ͑1111͒, respectively. The reference datum was 5 ͑0101͒ in the PM mode. For the pEQU operation, the OUT signal indicated 1 for OBJ 4 and 0 for the others because only OBJ 4 was equal to 5. In this case the PM result was expressed by 000010000000000 ͑indicated in the row labeled pEQU in Fig. 14͒ in which the most significant bit corresponds to OBJ 0. The OUT signal for the pMORETHAN operation was 111100000000000 because OBJ 0 to OBJ 3 were less than 5. On the other hand, the OUT signal for the pLESSTHAN operation showed 000001111111111. In the communication mode the reference PE was assumed to communicate with PE 8 so that OBJ 8 was selected by the SEL signal. The OUT signal had a value of 9 ͑1001͒, which was equal to OBJ 8, as shown in the row labeled COM in the figure.
We verified that the fundamental operations of the prototype were executed exactly at 15 MHz. The bit rate of communication per PE and the total bit rate of the prototype were 15 Mbps and 240 Mbps, respectively. In this case the frequency of the data switching was 3 MHz. The frequencies of the PM operation for each PE and for the whole system were 0.68 megaoperations͞s and 11 megaoperations͞s, respectively.
Discussion
Scalability is an important factor in parallelcomputing systems. In this paper a complete connection was assumed for the network topology of the PMA. However, when we consider the scalability of the parallel-computing system, the complete connection is not always the best network topology. Adding a new PE to an N-PE architecture requires the redesign of the PM module. As was shown in Ref. 9 , to solve the unscalability problem, it is effective to embed the unscalable network in a scalable network, e.g., bus, mesh, and ring networks. This technique is also effective for the PMA because the proposed architecture can be combined with arbitrary network topologies. As a result, the PMA can be scalable.
One method of extending the PM module is to increase the number of functions. The extension of the functions is restricted mainly by the number of transistors available for the digital circuits of the PM-SPA. In designing, we must note the following things: The length of the data format of a processor does not increase as fast as does the clock frequency, and the degree of the PMA's network topology should be as large as the data-format length to monitor the other PE's effectively. The area for digital circuits is restricted by that of the photodetecting and the lightemitting circuits. Because the length of the data format is almost constant for several years, the number of photodetectors and light emitters in a matching node and that of the matching nodes in a PM cluster do not change during that period. When the maximum size of the photodetector is dominated by the diffraction limit of the optical system the area consumed by the photodetectors is almost constant for the same data-format length. Consequently, the number of transistors for the extended functions will increase in proportion to the density of the transistors.
Discussion of the performance evaluation for the general cases remains a future issue. In the performance evaluation, we did not evaluate the case in which the numbers of data are larger than the numbers of PE's. However, if the processing data were divided into several clusters that could be processed by the PMA in a single frame cycle the treatment presented in this paper could be applied. For rigorous evaluation the estimation model must be improved. We should take into account the latencies of the memory access and the network to obtain an accurate speed-up ratio.
The operational speed of the prototype was limited by the CMOS-PD array. The performance can be improved by use of high-speed photodetectors with high sensitivity such as metal-semiconductor-metal photodetectors 7 coupled with transimpedance photoamplifiers. With high-speed photodetectors of 8 ϫ 8 pixels the bit rate of inter-PE communication and the frequency of the PM operation of the whole prototype are expected to improve to as high as 9.6 Gbps and 2.4 gigaoperations͞s, respectively, when operated at 150 MHz.
Conclusion
We have proposed an optoelectronic PMA as an effective parallel-computing architecture. This architecture is composed of multiple PE's and a global processor called a PM module, which has a specific mechanism for concurrent data comparison over multiple PE's. The fundamental operations of the PMA are four kinds of PM: pEQU, pMORETHAN, pLESSTHAN, and pDIFF. The PM operations accelerate the execution of distributed algorithms. It has been shown that the smart-pixel-based large-fan-out free-space optical interconnection was effective for the embodiment of the PM module. The performance evaluation has shown that the proposed architecture can reduce the execution time for fundamental global data processing, i.e., global data matching, detection of the maximum ͑minimum͒ data, and ranking of the data, compared with other conventional architectures that have photonic networks.
A prototype system of the PM module has been constructed to demonstrate the fundamental global operations on the basis of state-of-the-art optoelectronic devices and a phase-only CGH filter. In the prototype the PM-SPA, which is the core device of the PM module, was emulated by the CPLD and the CMOS-PD array. The prototype module was assumed to be used with 4 ϫ 4 PE's that are completely connected through bit-serial optical channels. For optical interconnection of the prototype a Fourier transform lens system was designed. For a fan-out element a phase-only CGH filter with two-level phase modulation was designed based on the GerchbergSaxton algorithm and was fabricated by EB lithography. We have shown that the prototype performed the fundamental PM operations and the inter-PE communication at 15 MHz. For the whole system the bit rate of the inter-PE communication and the frequency of the PM operation were 240 Mbps and 11 megaoperations͞s, respectively.
